Strategic Thinking
By: Glen Senk  Video: 2 Minutes
Get out of the weeds. Delegate, with a system that trusts and verifies.

Strategic Thinking: The Difference Between a Leader and a Manager
By: Max McKoewn  Video: 3 Minute
Leaders see the big picture, how things are connected to the future, and how to get out of the box. Managers concentrate on the here and now.

Strategic Communication Improves Perceptions of Strategic Thinking
By: Kelly Watson  Video: 5 Minutes
High-performing women who over-communicate come across to others as being less strategic.

Finding the Best Solution: Use Line-Thinking to Connect the Dots
By: Steve Shapiro  Video: 3 Minutes
Jobs said creativity is having enough dots to connect—finding solutions in different places. Asking for uses of a brick is different from asking to connect a brick to a random object.

Leading Through Critical Thinking
By: Dwayne Spradlin  Video: 2 Minutes
Leaders today need better critical thinking and problem solving skills—a focus on what questions to ask and how to approach the answers to those questions.